SERVICE DESCRIPTION

Azure DevOps
Unlocking your potential
The interest and adoption of Azure DevOps is booming. Getting your organization to
unlock the potential, delivering more, faster is a challenging journey. We help organizations
rise to the challenge by assisting in adoption of Microsoft development practices, holding
general or customized role based trainings and setting up metrics to drive your organization
forward. In short, we are Azure DevOps experts unlocking your potential.

WHAT DO WE EXCEL AT?
• Migrating from a multitude of tools to Azure
DevOps for cost optimization and efficiency.
• Setting up Azure DevOps according to Microsoft
best practices, but tailored to your organizational
needs.
• Customized onboarding for teams, individuals and
specific roles.
• Metrics to measure and continuously increasing
the speed of delivery.
• Being at hand to support your relentless
improvements by offering support and coaching to
organizations users and teams.

WHO CAN WE HELP?
• Organizations who are planning on migrating to
Azure DevOps.

THE STARTING POINT
For years the company had been investing to
increase the value delivered by the development
organization. A business climate demanding
digitalization, causing a need for speed and
cross team collaboration further highlighted the
challenges of an unruly development organization.
With well over 500 persons and 20+ development
processes, the result was a variety of supporting
tools for prioritization, code storage, automation and
deployment. As a result both processes and tools
turned to be an obstacles rather than enablers.

THE STRATEGY
System Verification introduced the idea having a one
process, one tool mindset, honoring transparency
and collaboration. The System Verification Azure
DevOps team helped driving the transformation,

• Organizations who want to maximize their benefit
from Azure DevOps.

being in charge of the implementation of the tool
and metrics while at the same time supporting the
one process through trainings, coaching and by
serving specialist knowledge on-demand.

HOW CAN WE HELP?

SUCCESS FACTORS

• Taking an active part in your adoption of Azure
DevOps to support your agile journey.

Being there from idea to release, always at hand, our
insight and support during all development phases
and the ability to connect process and tool were
game changers.

• Be there as an expert team on-demand, to
coach and support you, your teams and your
organization.
• Supporting your efforts as advisers.
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CUSTOMER X QUICK FACTS
From idea to delivery more than

5 times faster
500+ users

6 agile release trains
using safe methodology

Using Azure DevOps

one process

to replace a multitude of tools

50+ teams

Setting up metrics to support

trained

Microsoft teams
as primary interaction platform

Continuous improvement
Transparency and traceability using Azure DevOps with

Microsoft eco system

